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CLIMATE LOCAL:
Communicating locally to protect globally 

Weather patterns in western Africa, Ghana in particular, are becoming more

and ore erratic 

These erratic rainfall patterns and storm frequencies have led to significantly

smaller crop yields for farmers

In tropical places within close proximity to the equator, micro-storms can be

born and disappear very quickly over a very localised location. These storms

often wash away seeds, fertilizers, and ruin crops 

Many forecasting services that do provide information on tropical weather

patterns and storms are largely inaccurate 

Over 90% of farmland and crops in sub-Saharan Africa rely on rainfall, making

planning practices difficult 

Ignitia are a Swedish company that have identified the importance of accurate, localised forecasting services for tropical farming

communities in Ghana

Through a simple subscription services, farmers receive 48 hour weather reports for their specific location 

Ignitia's development of a tropic-centric service has resulted in reports that are 84% accurate for rural farmers in Ghana. This is

compared to traditional forecasts being just 39% accurate

The service uses language that farmers will understand f they have low literacy rates, and can be received on any phone capable of

SMS, not just smartphones

Starting very small and growing organically, Ignitia is now

estimated to be supporting 1.3 million smallholder farmers across

West Africa

Giving farmers the ability to know what the hyper-local weather

conditions are allows them to adjust farming activities to be more

effective 

HOW A SWEDISH WEATHER

FORECASTING COMPANY IS

HELPING GHANAIAN FARMERS

ADAPT TO TO CLIMATE CHANGE

Erratic weather patterns in Ghana and other

West African states create uncertainty and

troubling conditions for local farmers 

Inaccurate weather reports from western

sources mean that farmers are unable to prepare

for severe shocks 

A company named Ignitia set up an accurate,

hyper-local weather reporting system for Ghana

and other areas of West Africa that farmers can

subscribe through 

Carried out through SMS messaging, the

scheme is a great example of how

communications can be employed to aid climate

change adaptation

Ignitia has seen large amounts of success, and much of this is down to

their expert employment of communications tactics and activities

By ensuring the service runs on all forms of mobile devices, no farmers are

unable to access it depending on the model of phone they have. 

Further to this, by using simple and clearly understood language, they

have avoided alienating any farmers based on their literacy rate. This

means that Ignitia can target the largest audience possible in a given area

A service like Ignitia is nothing without effective communications. It is a

great example of how tactics need to be tailored to specific information

ecologies of localities 


